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AM-Lecture22

Nationsaboutuniversal enveloping algebras

L Lie algebra

↑(L) tenser algebra (associals, butnoncommutative

S(L) symmetre algebra Cassos]also thatis commutative

n(2) unir. enveloping algebra (assoc.) algo also Notcommutative

what's true:theadgraded algebra of4(2) is =S(L)

in UCL we have xY = Yx+(x,TT * ix
en

segz des: de

keypoint:multiplication ofhomogeneous tensors in M(L)
IGNOING LOWER ORDERTERMS is commutative



Resentationtheory setup:L is a semisimple findim. Lie algebra/A

A SL is a Cartan subalgebra, CA*
is the rootsystem,

↓ =(a,xn,...,is a chosen base, apositive rocks],
and w =(ra1ae) =(ra(e) =GL(H*)

Firstkey observation:And
finite-dim L-module V decomposes as a

direct sum ofspaces v =Axxwhere vSver/hor-AbrWhet

Dallte*a weight ofV if VFO and call VI a wispace.
-

we make same
definitions ifdimv=8 butin thatcase

I
the sum of weightspaces

I(which is always directmaybe IV.
+6H*



Idea:to avoid pathologies with arbitrary infinite-dim L-modules, we
-

consider standard cyclicmodules.

-Amaximalvectorinanarbitrar.evisa nonmero
element

Lie's theorem (applied to the Bard algebra =H** La acting
xegt

onV) ensures thatI hasa maximal vector whenever dim< 8.

0 Asyclicmodule for L is an L-module v

with a maximal vector ofsuch thatV
=UCL).rt

In this situation, the maximal vector of will belongto VI

for some te A4, and we sayV
has weight +

and we call it is ahighestweightrector
-



Thm (structure them for standard cyclic modules)

For each C* choose th, YCL_ such that(x,y)=hpeH

Write 1 in far x,MGA*if1 -me750-spanSxe]

Suppose V is standard cyclic -module with maximal vector very
(a) IfI=SBsr,Py,..] then is spanned byvectors of the form

fi,inXig.-- XipV where IS i, icsis... sin

(b) All weights infor I have pic, and dimvia and dimVy=1.

C) Any submodule ofV is a directsum ofits weight spaces

(d) V is indecomposable with
unique maximal proper submodule and unique irreducible

quotient
(e) every homomorphic image

of V is standard cyclic of same weight-



Today: first, two more this aboutstandard cyclic modules

ThA If V and W are
irreducible standard cyclic modules

-

with same highestweight
to A*then V =W

im8 If + +A*then there
exists an irreducible

standard cyclic (module V(A) of
highestweight 1.

hmA. LetX
=Nowds"[new/veV,weWY. This is an L-module

and if view and wet are highestweightvectors then

x+2++weX is a maximal vector also of weight1.

LetY be the submodule of Xgenerated byxt. This is standard cyclin bydef.

Butv =Y/Keri, and W
=Y / Kerin where

41: ifV and is:Y+W

-

are the obvious surrective hemanarphisms.
This means V andWare

both isomorphic

to the unique irreducible quotient
of4.8



To prove thin 8 we mustexplain
how to construct standard folic modules

dmodules begin with a 1-dim rectorspace byspandut]

spanned by some vector it. Lette A*and 8 =8(4)A** LaCL.
xeIt

The rubalgebra 8 acts on 11 linearly by

hou*butandxe** farhett, det xeta

This makes ofinto a module for
8 and for 2(E)

Def Let2()
*WIL*u18) Os

u(L) I By
This a general construction ofa UK-mobule:

left((r)-mod left218)-mod

concretely, 2() is vector space spanned
by right2(8)-mod

the tensors xxy (xcU(L), ye0x)
subjectto relations

(x+x)=x)
+x'*f c(xxy) =((x)xy =

xk(cy)

x(yxy) =x+ +xyxbxy =xxbyfoxxU(,be2(8),ye01



The way L acts on ICA) is A.(xex)* (Ax)*Y
(w/ highestweightvector
↑ leut]

can 2() is a standard cyclic (-module ofweightto

#Everyye0xis a scalar multiple ofus so everytensor

x&+c2H) is equal to X.(levt) where IeUIL) is a scalar

multiple ofX. For XeLa for 270 we have Xe8 so

X. (1ev) =xeut=1Qxut =100 =0. Also for her 28

we have hi((V)= hert=1&hu*
=1 &hiv =+(h)(lov)8



Let N=0 La. Therelation xber=xebutbed, since L
=N08,

xe -q

Sxi
=xBi spans:

3implies thatif"=(,y,..] and Xi =Y: spans L.Bi then

9 Yixin.. XieV)
150 and isins ...si]

is a basis for 2(A),via the POW theorem.

Prop 2(x) =U(L)/IC) as MCL)-modules, where
-

ICA) is left
ideal generated inUCL) bythe elements

[x,x, xy, --3V(ha-x(h).x)de5]

4) These generators
annihilate,artso there is a subjective morphism

Wi(L)/FCA) - 2(1)
which is injective using PEW theorem. I



im(Thm2) Define VCA far ASA* to be the unique

irreducible quotientofthe standard cyclic module 2(1).

Then VA) is standard cyclic
ofweight and irreducible.

Note:V(A) still might
beinfinite-dimensional

of Since ICA) is standard cyclic, and since
VIII as a quotient

is a homomorphic image of2A), everything follows from

structure theorem for standard cyclic
modules. I

In some sense, hardestpartof
the isshowing2(A) 10

( butwe will notdiscuss this issue in detail, follows from POW this



Two new goals:D explain when VCA) is finite.dim.

② Determine weight spaces v(Hm=VH)

FactIf V is any irreducible module with dimV <&
-

then U
=V() for some 1ff*

PS Ifdime to then Lie's this applied to
8action onV

implies existence ofa maximal vector ofsome weightto

Thisvector mustgenerate V byirreducibility, so V
=VA) bythmA.

To be continued nexttime.


